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In 1996 Museum With No Frontiers (MWNF) initiated a comprehensive programme to research, document and
increase knowledge and public awareness of the history and cultural legacy of Islam in the countries surrounding the
Mediterranean basin. This book is one of the outcomes of this programme, which involves hundreds of scholars and
is carried out in cooperation with institutions from all the countries concerned. Important initial funding from the
European Union made it possible to set the basis for a sustainable network of public and private partners implementing
attractive projects in the field of culture, education and tourism.

When the MWNF programme was first launched, the topic of Islamic art and architecture was familiar only to experts
and there was an implicit understanding that cultural heritage in the Mediterranean meant the legacy of the classical
civilisations. Thanks to the launch coinciding with the establishment at the end of 1995 of the Euro-Mediterranean
Partnership, a joint initiative of the European Union and its Mediterranean neighbours, the MWNF programme took
off quickly and became a pioneering venture to disseminate knowledge about the world contribution of Islam.

The initial focus on the Mediterranean region was determined by its place at the centre stage of Islamic history
and the economic and cultural interdependence of its shores throughout that history. However, we look forward to
extending the programme to other areas of the Islamic and Arab world.

In connection with our Exhibition Trails and related thematic guides, MWNF also offers the possibility to participate
in themed tours organised in cooperation with specialised local travel agencies in each country. For further details
and virtual tours to the Exhibition Trails please visit www.mwnftravels.net.

Our Virtual Museum – www.discoverislamicart.org – offers access to a large collection of Islamic artefacts and
monuments, with descriptions for all items regularly updated in Arabic, English, French and Spanish. A series of
Virtual Exhibitions enables visitors to locate the topics of the Exhibition Trails within the relevant regional context.

All MWNF publications are compiled, written and illustrated by local scholars and photographers and convey the
cultural and historical context of the featured sites according to the local perspective of the country concerned.
‘We appreciate only what we see and we understand only what we know.’ It was with this idea in mind that our
Palestinian colleagues who designed the visit and wrote the text for this book paid particular attention to providing
information that usually remains undisclosed to tourists. 

On behalf of the whole MWNF team I wish you an enjoyable visit to the Palestinian Territories and look forward to
meeting you soon in another part of our Euro-Mediterranean museum with no frontiers.

Eva Schubert
Chairperson and CEO
Museum With No Frontiers

Preface



Transliteration of the Arabic

We have retained standard spelling for Arabic words in common usage and accepted by the English dictionary. We
have maintained the phonetic transcription of names and Arabic words in accordance with Palestinian standards. For
all other words, we have simplified the transcription. We do not transcribe the initial hamza nor do we distinguish
between long and short vowels, which have been transcribed as a, i, u. The ta’ marbuta has been transcribed as a (in
its absolute), and as at (when followed by a genitive). The transcription for the 28 Arabic consonants is as follows:

Words in italic in the text without an accompanying translation or explanation can be found in the glossary.

The Muslim Era

The Muslim era began with the exodus of the Prophet Muhammad from Mecca to Yathrib. Then the name was changed
to Madina, “The City” or “the town of the Prophet”. With his small community of followers (70 people including
members of his family) recently converted to Islam, the Prophet undertook the al-hijra (literally “the emigration”)
and the new era began.
The date of the emigration is the first of the month of Muharram in year one of the Hijra, which corresponds to the
16th July of the year 622 of the Christian era. The Muslim year is made up of 12 lunar months, each month having 29
or 30 days. Thirty years form a cycle in which the 2nd, 5th, 7th, 10th, 13th, 16th, 18th, 21st, 24th, 26th and 29th are leap
years having 355 days; the others are normal years with 354 days. The Muslim lunar year is 10 or 11 days shorter than
the Christian solar year. Each day begins immediately after sunset, i.e. at dusk rather than after midnight. Most Mus-
lim countries use both the Hijra calendar (which marks all the religious events) and the Christian calendar.

Dates

Dates are given according to the Hijra calendar followed by their equivalent date in the Christian calendar after an
oblique stroke. The Hijra date is not indicated in references derived from Christian sources, European historical events
or those that have occurred in Europe, Christian dynasties, or dates proceeding the Muslim era or subsequent to the
British Mandate of Palestine (1917–1948).
Exact correspondence between years in one calendar and another is only possible when the day and month are given.
To facilitate reading, and even when it may have been recommended, we have chosen to avoid intermediate years and,
in the case of Hijra dates falling between the beginning and end of a century, both centuries are mentioned.
Dates before the Christian era are denoted by the abbreviation BC.

Abbreviations:
AD = Anno Domini; BC = before Christ; b. = born; d. = died; r. = reigned.
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The present catalogue was written in 2001. As a consequence of the political developments in the region after that
date, some descriptions provided by this catalogue might differ from the effective situation the visitor is likely to meet
in the field.

The mention of Palestine as the definition of the country refers in this catalogue to the territories under the
Administration of the Palestinian Authority according to International Conventions currently in force. In addition this
catalogue includes three itineraries in East Jerusalem.

Visitors should hold a passport that is valid for at least six months, whereby they are permitted to stay in Palestine for
three months. It is possible to enter Palestine either by way of the joint boarders with Egypt and Jordan or by air
through the airports of Gaza (Palestinian Authority) and Tel Aviv (Israel):

Gaza Airport
Shuttle buses and taxis are available to Gaza City, from where
individual and collective taxies run regularly to Jerusalem
and most Palestinian cities; Gaza–Jerusalem 80 km.

Tel Aviv Airport
Shuttle buses are available from the airport to Jerusalem
(Damascus Gate); 35 km.

The official language is Arabic whereby many Palestinians communicate also in English.

During their stay in Palestine, visitors could use American dollars, Jordanian dinars or Israeli shekels, since all these
currencies are valid. Euros have begun to circulate as well, and can be exchanged at Banks and with moneychangers
in all Palestinian cities. Major credit cards are accepted all over the country. Cash withdrawal is possible at several
banks in the main cities.

Accommodation in hotels from three to five stars is available in the major cities, most of them offering bed and break-
fast or half-board arrangements. Advance reservations can be made through the Arab Hotel Association, website:
www.palestinehotels.com.

The most suitable way to visit the itineraries, monuments and sites integrating the Palestinian MWNF exhibition is
by car, whereby the hotel will be delighted to provide assistance in hiring a car. Alternatively, on the main routes, the
visitor can make use of the relatively well-developed network of Palestinian public transportation or can take a col-
lective taxi. For private taxis, one-day or half-day arrangements will depend on the extension of the itinerary. The
hotel will gladly provide further assistance and advice about travel on request.

The use of an up-to-date road atlas and street maps of cities is advisable. It is also recommended that each itinerary be
followed in the suggested order so as to explore a route planned along a natural succession of themes and monuments.
Visitors are advised to wear comfortable clothes while travelling in Palestine. When visiting holy places, suitable cloth-
ing according to local standards is recommended. Women may be asked to cover their heads with a veil in order to
enter religious monuments.

The mosques, madrasas and khanqas are religious buildings in which prayers are held five times a day: at dawn, al-fajr;
at midday, al-duhr (winter 12:00 and summer 13:00); during mid-afternoon, al-‘asr (winter 15:30, summer 16:30);
at sunset, al-maghrib; and at night, al-‘isha’. The best times for visiting are before midday prayer, and between mid-
day prayer (al-duhr) and mid-afternoon prayer (al-‘asr).

Through Jordan
From King Hussein Bridge, individual and collective
taxies are available to Jerusalem and most Palestinian
cities; King Hussein Bridge–Jerusalem 30 km.

Through Egypt
From the Raffah border crossing, a number of shuttle
buses and taxis leave to Gaza City.

Practical Advice



Official holidays in Palestine are the religious ones, and the day of occurrence (Hijra calendar) varies every year
(Christian calendar). Further holidays are New Years Day and Labour Day (1st May).

During the month of Ramadan, Moslems fast from sunrise to sunset. Shops will be closed around sunset. Restaurants,
except those in hotels, will be closed during the day and open only after sunset. We advice the visitor not to eat, drink,
or smoke in public places in order not to offend those people that are fasting.

Museum With No Frontiers is not responsible for any variations to the information given in this catalogue, or for
inconvenience, loss or personal injury that may be caused during travel in Palestine and to the specific sites suggested
by MWNF.

We wish you an enjoyable stay in Palestine.

The Palestinian MWNF Team
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